INTRODUCTION

SECURA is the brand name under which are developed and distributed safety products dedicated to working at height. With over 100 years of experience in textiles, UNITEX Group has established an excellent reputation in the industry and particularly the automotive, aeronautics and lifting equipment. This sector represents a large part of the Group's business and turnover.

With nearly fifteen years experience in prevention and safety systems field and expertise that is well established, UNITEX Group, with its R&D department, to design and manufacture its own products with perfect mastery of the various steps of production, from raw material to finished product. This feature allows the Group to adjust its production in accordance to the market demand and the end user requirements.

SECURA is guaranteed a wide choice of high quality safety products meeting the highest standards in height safety prevention.

SECURA is the UNITEX Group safety equipments brand name

The UNITEX Group is the world's leading complementary solutions for lifting, handling and safety, to meet the needs of security, protection and comfort for end user.
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SEH16
MULTI-TASK COMFORT HARNESS
full-body harness specially designed for long term work at height where next to safety a higher comfort is also important, c/w front and rear attachment for fall-arrest and 2 work positioning rings (2 at the side) 1 suspension point, easy adjustable, extra comfort pads for the waist and the legs, leg straps fitted with fast buckles for easy put-on procedure.
EN-standard: EN361/358/813
Weight: 2,05kg
Size: S/M/L(adjustable), XL on request

SEK31 - COMFORT LEG PAD
Set of leg-pads for extra comfort during long term work, delivered in pairs and can easily be fitted on each harness

SEK42 - SUSPENSION TRAUMA STRAPS
Can be used to support the lower part of the body after a fall has taken place, to avoid suspension trauma, need to be strapped on the harness before use, delivered in pairs

SEH4 - WORKER COMFORT HARNESS
full-body harness with front and rear attachment for fall-arrest, c/w belt with 2 attachment rings for work positioning, for extra comfort and a wider usage.
EN-standard: EN361/358
Weight: 1,90kg
Size: S/M/L(adjustable), XL on request
**SEH1 - BASIC HARNESS**
full-body harness with rear attachment for fall-arrest, easy and precise adjustable, for all basic work at height.

EN-standard: EN361 - SS528 part 1  
Weight: 1.05kg  
Size: S/M/L(adjustable), XL on request

---

**SEH2 - WORKER HARNESS**
full-body harness with front and rear attachment for fall-arrest, easy and precise adjustable, for a broader usage at height or depth.

EN-standard: EN361 - SS528 part 1  
Weight: 1.20kg  
Size: S/M/L(adjustable), XL on request

---

**SEH35 - LADY HARNESS**
Our new harness is specially designed for ladies. This harness is manufactured with a high chest “V” and centre strap which fits comfortably between the breasts to limit any possible damage to the breast tissue in the event of a fall.

EN-standard: EN361  
Weight: 1.30kg  
Size: S/M/L(adjustable), XL on request

---

**SEH43 - COMFORT-PAD**
Back and shoulder piece for extra comfort and support during long term work, gives also a more easier and faster harness put-on procedure, new velcro version can easily be fitted on each harness.

---

**SEH5 - WORKER RESCUE HARNESS**
full-body harness with front and rear attachment for fall-arrest and extra rescue strap for confined space, ascent, descent and rescue (in cooperation with tripod/winch as mentioned on page 13).

EN-standard: EN361  
Weight: 1.25kg  
Size: S/M/L(adjustable), XL on request

---

**SEH12 - WORKER FAST HARNESS**
full-body harness with front and rear attachment for fall-arrest, higher comfort because of the sit-piece, easy adjustable, c/w fast buckles on the leg parts and the waist belt, specially designed for sustained / wider purposes.

EN-standard: EN361  
Weight: 1.60kg  
Size: S/M/L(adjustable), XL on request

---

**SEH2 - WORKER HARNESS**
full-body harness with front and rear attachment for fall-arrest, easy and precise adjustable, for a broader usage at height or depth.

EN-standard: EN361 - SS528 part 1  
Weight: 1.20kg  
Size: S/M/L(adjustable), XL on request

---

**SEH35 - LADY HARNESS**
Our new harness is specially designed for ladies. This harness is manufactured with a high chest “V” and centre strap which fits comfortably between the breasts to limit any possible damage to the breast tissue in the event of a fall.

EN-standard: EN361  
Weight: 1.30kg  
Size: S/M/L(adjustable), XL on request
SAFETY LANYARDS

SEL20/L/K17/K11
KINETIC LANYARD
Special web lanyard (kinetic, built-in shock absorber), complete with a double action hook at one side and a scaffold hook at the other side.
EN-standard: EN354 / EN355
Length: 1.3m / 1.8m (L)
Colour: Yellow

SEL3/L/K1/2XK11
WEB LANYARD
Complete with screwgate karabiner at one side and a scaffold hook at the end of each leg.
EN-standard: EN354 / EN355
Length: 1.3m / 1.8m (L)
Colour: Yellow

SEL1/L/K1/K1
WEB LANYARD
Complete with screwgate karabiner at both sides, also on request available with scaffold hook at one side.
EN-standard: EN354 / EN355
Length: 1.3m / 1.8m (L)
Colour: Yellow

SEL8/L/K1/2XK11
ROPE Y-LANYARD
Rope Y-lanyard (kernmantel rope) with shock absorber, complete with screwgate karabiner at one side and a scaffold hook at the end of each leg.
EN-standard: EN354 / EN355
Length: 1.3m / 1.8m (L)
Colour: White/Red

SEL2/L/K1/K1
ROPE LANYARD
Rope lanyard (kernmantel rope) with shock absorber and screwgate karabiner at one side and a scaffold hook at the other side.
EN-standard: EN354 / EN355
Length: 1.3m / 1.8m (L)
Colour: White/Red

SEL9/L/K10/2XK11
ELASTICATED Y LANYARD
Elasticated lanyard with shock absorber and hook at one side and a scaffold hook at the end of each leg, when not suspended fits close to the body, 2-colour legs for extra safety.
EN-standard: EN354 / EN355
Length: 1.3m / 1.8m (L)

SEL6/L/K10/K11
ELASTICATED LANYARD
Elasticated lanyard with shock absorber and hook at one side and a scaffold hook at the other side, when not suspended fits close to the body.
EN-standard: EN354 / EN355
Length: 1.3m / 1.8m (L)
Colour: Black
**SEP1 ROPE POSITIONING POLE STRAP**
Work positioning pole strap complete with double action hook and rope grab with screwgate karabiners to be used for work positioning at different situations and area.
EN-standard : EN358
Length : 2m

**SEP4 WIRE POSITIONING POLE STRAP**
Work positioning pole strap complete with double action hook and rope grab with screwgate karabiner, to be used for work positioning at different situations and area, because of the steel core especially good for work-positioning with chainsaw (arborist sector).
EN-standard : EN358
Length : 3m

**SEK26L GIRDER SLING**
Polyester girder sling to create a temporary anchor point at a structure for the connection of a safety lanyard or fall-arrest device, extremely flexible, robust, light weight and durable.
EN-standard : EN795 Class B
Length : 1m / 2m / 3m (L)

**SEL12/L/2XK1 RESTRAINT LANYARD**
Adjustable restraint lanyard for use outside a fall area or to prevent to go into a fall area, for instance to secure inside a working platform or skylift, both sides supplied with screwgate Karabiner.
EN-standard : EN354
Length : 0.75m up to 1.5m (IPAF) or 1m up to 2m (L)

**SEBT1 BEAM TROLLEY**
Adjustable steel beam trolley to create a temporary anchor point for fall-arrest on a steel beam.
EN-standard : EN795
Flange size : 75-200mm (adjustable)

**SEHL1/L TEMPORARY HORIZONTAL LIFELINE**
Temporary horizontal web lifeline c/w with tightening system, easy & safely usable when connected to the right anchor points, for 2 persons maximum.
EN-standard : EN795 Class C
Length : 10m/20m
Standard version : supplied with 2x SEK3 steel karabiners and 2x SEK26/1 girder sling, in nylon bag.
SEK1 Screw Gate Karabiner
Steel screwgate karabiner.
Size: 108 x 58 mm
EN-standard: EN362
Min. breaking strength: 22kN

SEK2 Twist Lock Karabiner
Steel twistlock karabiner.
Size: 108 x 58 mm
EN-standard: EN362
Min. breaking strength: 23kN

SEK3 Boa Twist Lock Karabiner
Steel boa twistlock karabiner.
Size: 125 x 90 mm
EN-standard: EN362
Min. breaking strength: 40kN

SEK4 Alu Twist Lock Karabiner
Aluminium boa twistlock karabiner.
Size: 125 x 90 mm
EN-standard: EN362
Min. breaking strength: 25kN

SEK5 Alu Boa Twist Lock Karabiner
Aluminium boa twistlock karabiner.
Size: 235 x 130 mm
EN-standard: EN362
Min. breaking strength: 35kN

SEK6 Boa Twist Lock Karabiner
Aluminium boa twistlock karabiner.
Size: 235 x 130 mm
EN-standard: EN362
Min. breaking strength: 23kN

SEK7 / SEK8 Self Spring Karabiner
Stainless steel self spring karabiner.
Size: 400/400 mm x 175/200 mm
EN-standard: EN362
Min. breaking strength: 22kN

SEK11 Auto Scaffolding Hook
Aluminium scaffold hook.
Size: 255 x 112 mm
EN-standard: EN362
Min. breaking strength: 20kN
SCB15 FALL-ARREST BLOCK
Casing made up of high impact strength Polymer, to prevent breakage and is nearly indestructible.
Comes with Galvanized Steel Wire Rope of dia 4.5 mm
Anchorage Eye with swivel action. Prevents undue twist of rope while working or in the event of a Fall.
EN-standard : EN360
Length : 15m wire rope
Weight : 6.4Kg

SEA1 MINI WEB BLOCK
The standard version of the mini fall arresters, light and compact with built-in web shock absorber, on request available with scaffold hook underneath.
EN-standard : EN360
Length : 2.5m web
Standard version : Complete with 2 steel screwgate karabiners
Weight : 1.4kg

SCB05 FALL-ARREST BLOCK
Casing made up of high impact strength Polymer, to prevent breakage and is nearly indestructible.
Comes with Galvanized Steel Wire Rope of dia 4.5 mm
Anchorage Eye with swivel action. Prevents undue twist of rope while working or in the event of a Fall.
EN-standard : EN360
Length : 5m wire rope
Weight : 3.9Kg

SCB10 FALL-ARREST BLOCK
Casing made up of high impact strength Polymer, to prevent breakage and is nearly indestructible.
Comes with Galvanized Steel Wire Rope of dia 4.5 mm
Anchorage Eye with swivel action. Prevents undue twist of rope while working or in the event of a Fall.
EN-standard : EN360
Length : 10m wire rope
Weight : 4.6Kg

SWB10 FALL-ARREST BLOCK
Unique Retractable Block also available in High-Tenacity Webbing, which makes the Block lighter in weight and more handy in use. Best suited for use in areas of Electrical Hazards.
Anchorage Eye with swivel action. Prevents undue twist of rope while working or in the event of a Fall.
EN-standard : EN360
Length : 10m web
Weight : 5.75kg

SWB05 FALL-ARREST BLOCK
Unique Retractable Block also available in High-Tenacity Webbing, which makes the Block lighter in weight and more handy in use. Best suited for use in areas of Electrical Hazards.
Anchorage Eye with swivel action. Prevents undue twist of rope while working or in the event of a Fall.
EN-standard : EN360
Length : 5m web
Weight : 3.25kg

SEA1 MINI WEB BLOCK
The standard version of the mini fall arresters, light and compact with built-in web shock absorber, on request available with scaffold hook underneath.
EN-standard : EN360
Length : 2.5m web
Standard version : Complete with 2 steel screwgate karabiners
Weight : 1.4kg

SCB05 FALL-ARREST BLOCK
Casing made up of high impact strength Polymer, to prevent breakage and is nearly indestructible.
Comes with Galvanized Steel Wire Rope of dia 4.5 mm
Anchorage Eye with swivel action. Prevents undue twist of rope while working or in the event of a Fall.
EN-standard : EN360
Length : 5m wire rope
Weight : 3.9Kg

SCB10 FALL-ARREST BLOCK
Casing made up of high impact strength Polymer, to prevent breakage and is nearly indestructible.
Comes with Galvanized Steel Wire Rope of dia 4.5 mm
Anchorage Eye with swivel action. Prevents undue twist of rope while working or in the event of a Fall.
EN-standard : EN360
Length : 10m wire rope
Weight : 4.6Kg

SWB10 FALL-ARREST BLOCK
Unique Retractable Block also available in High-Tenacity Webbing, which makes the Block lighter in weight and more handy in use. Best suited for use in areas of Electrical Hazards.
Anchorage Eye with swivel action. Prevents undue twist of rope while working or in the event of a Fall.
EN-standard : EN360
Length : 10m web
Weight : 5.75kg

SWB05 FALL-ARREST BLOCK
Unique Retractable Block also available in High-Tenacity Webbing, which makes the Block lighter in weight and more handy in use. Best suited for use in areas of Electrical Hazards.
Anchorage Eye with swivel action. Prevents undue twist of rope while working or in the event of a Fall.
EN-standard : EN360
Length : 5m web
Weight : 3.25kg
**SEHK1/C/K1**

**BASIC KIT**

Standard kit for general industrial use, supplied in hard case

EN-standard: EN 361 / EN 354 / EN 355

**Standard version:** SEH2 harness & SEL1/1.8m web lanyard with shock absorber and screwgate karabiners + case

---

**SEHK2/C/K1 - SEHK4/C/K1**

**SCAFFOLD KIT**

Standard kit for the construction-sector with web lanyard (SEHK2) or web Y-lanyard (SEHK4, scaffolding), supplied in hard case

EN-standard: EN 361 / EN 354 / EN 355

**Standard version:** SEH2 harness & SEL1/1.8m lanyard / SEL3/1.8m Y-lanyard c/w karabiner and automatic scaffold hooks + case
SEHK3/C/K1
PREMIER KIT

The premier kit is designed for different use / purpose and is supplied with the right items to cover height safety within certain industrial / construction sectors.

EN-standard: EN361 / EN 360 / EN354 / EN355 / EN795 Class B

Standard version: SEH2 harness / SEL1/1.8m lanyard with karabiner and scaffold hook / SEA1 mini fall-arrest block / SEK26/1 girder sling + case.

SEHK5/IPAF/C/K1
IPAF KIT

Together with IPAF (the organisation covering the work platform & skylift industry) we designed a complete kit with a harness and a restraint lanyard (without shock absorber) to work safely at height.

EN-standard: EN 361 / EN 354 / EN355

Standard version: SEH2 harness & SEL1/1.8m lanyard / SEL3/1.8m Y-lanyard c/w karabiner and automatic scaffold hooks + case.
### FALL ARREST DEVICES

#### SEA10R NYLON ROPE
- 16mm nylon rope.
- Spliced at one end.
- EN-standard: EN352/2
- Available in: 10, 20, 30m

#### SEA10 STEEL ROPE GRAB
- For 16mm rope.
- EN-standard: EN353/2

#### SEA12R KERNMANTEL ROPE
- 11mm KERNMANTEL rope.
- Spliced at one end.
- EN-standard: EN352/2
- Available in: 10, 20, 30m

#### SEA16R NYLON ROPE
- 16mm nylon rope.
- Supplied with Splice both end.
- EN-standard: EN353/2
- Available in: 10, 20, 30m

#### SEA11 WIRE ROPE GRAB
- For 16mm rope.
- EN-standard: EN353/2

#### SEA14 ROCKER ROPE GRAB
- Rocker rope grab to be used with 10.5-12.7mm kernmantel rope.
- EN-standard: EN353/2

#### SER TRI-PULLEY BLOCK
- Tri-pulley block to be used with SRL tripod.
- EN-standard: EN12278

#### SEA12 KERNMANTEL ROPE GRAB
- For 11mm kernmantel rope.
- EN-standard: EN353/2
SER1
ALUMINIUM TRIPOD
GENERAL FEATURES
- Adjustable height 1.25 m to 2.25 m from ground level.
- Adjustment achieved by sliding Aluminium telescopic legs (inner & outer).
- Outer 44mm x 44mm (wall thickness 2.4mm) Inner 37.5mm x 37.5mm (wall thickness 3.0mm). Maximum dia when fully opened up is 1.5 mtr.
- Securely connected two Aluminium Alloy eye bolts for overhead anchorage, with strength greater than 10 kN • Weight - 13 Kg.
- Every Tripod is also provided with inbuilt fixture for attaching SECURA -Winch SEW1 (Can be supplied without this fixture on special request).
- Also available on request- Tripod with maximum height of upto 3.65 m.
- EN-standard : EN795 CLASS B

SEW1
WINCH
GENERAL FEATURES
- Equipped with Advanced Dual Load Advantage (DLA) Gear System within to give an effortless use of the Winch.
- Incorporated with bolting fixture for robust fitting on the Tripod
- Having lifting load capacity of 125 kgs.
- Provided with Galvanized Steel Cable of 5.0mm dia. length 20m.
- Equipped with Steel Screw Locking Karabiner as Connector on the termination end.
- To be used with a Retractable Fall Arrester when deployed for raising or lowering a person.
- Can also be fitted to SECURA Tripod SER1
- EN-standard : EN 1496 CLASS A

SEH6 - RESCUE TRIANGLE
Rescue triangle for a quick, easy and safe rescue of persons from height/depth.
Standard version : One size fits all, we also have other equipment for rescue and evacuation on request available, contact us for more information

SER3/L VRS - RESCUE SYSTEM
Complete rescue-system for safe and controlled descent of a fallen person, supplied with telescope-pole, for 1 person only.
Standard version : 20m / 30m / 60m / 100m descent height (L)mation

SER4/L - RESCUE SYSTEM
Complete rescue-system for safe and controlled descent of the rescuer and the victim together, for 2 person use.
Standard version : 20m / 30m / 60m / 100m descent height (L)
SECURA is the UNITEX Group safety equipments trademark.
The UNITEX Group is the world's leading complementary solutions for lifting, handling and safety, to meet the needs of safety, protection and comfort for end user.

---

**FRT Manufacturing & Trading Co**  
627 Aljunied Road #04-01 Pacific Building  
SINGAPORE 389937  
Tel: +65 67433852  
Fax: +65 67433230

**SEIL BAUR GmbH**  
Durchinger Strasse 128  
D-86155 AUGSBURG  
Germany  
Tel: +49 821 720 70-0  
Fax: +49 821 720 70-42

**Unitex Safety Equipment (Kunshan)**  
351# Nan Bao Rd.  
Kunshan City | Jiangsu Province  
China  
Tel: +86 512 5771 3688  
Fax: +86 512 5771 3168

**Unitex Group USA**  
Unitex Group USA, LLC  
104 Hurricanes Creek Rd.  
P.O. Box 455  
Piedmont, SC 29673 | USA  
Tel: +1 864 864 8686  
Fax: +1 864 864 8701

**Zapf GmbH & Co**  
Bad Oeynhausen  
Germany  
Tel: +49 05731 5305-0  
Fax: +49 05731 5305-40

**Klöpfer GmbH**  
Ulmer Strasse 231 - 70327 Stuttgart  
Germany  
Tel: +49 0711 4204713  
Fax: +49 0711 4204715

**Unitex Spain SL / Tenso**  
Ctra. BP-2151 km 18, 08776 Sant Pere de Riudebitlles (Barcelona)  
Spain  
Tel: +34 93 899 62 10  
Fax: +34 93 899 62 09

**Lübke**  
PO BOX 29 02 13  
Am Lunebeich Bremerhaven  
D-27532 - Germany  
Tel: +49 0471 96 29 0  
Fax: +49 0471 96 12 00 3

**LHS**  
Flugplatzstrasse F2 Nr. 6  
15344 Strausberg - Germany  
Tel: +49 03341 30 73 18  
Fax: +49 03341 30 73 54